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PREFACE 

 

 

 

Challenge will become ‘Challenge’ if it itself makes us see great truths 

that will make our life extraordinarily happy and meaningful. 

 

A person who can accept my challenge and provide a better way (solution) 

that is (unique) absolutely different from mine, he or she will be a Genius of the 

world. 

 

Khuong Dat Long, 

 – The ‘Challenger’ of A Beauty Genius and The Genius Albert Einstein  
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Part 1 

WHO IS A BEAUTY GENIUS? 

 

 

There‟re many Geniuses in many fields in the world, but there hasn‟t ever 

been a Genius in the field of Human Beauty. 

 

 

Image 1.1. Leonardo da Vinci
1
 

 

  

Image 1.2. Wolfgangus Theophilus Mozart
2 

 

A Beauty Genius is a Genius in the field of Human Beauty who can make a 

miracle for human beauty. That miracle helps human become wonderfully beautiful 

                                                 
1
 An Italian polymath whose areas of interest included invention, painting, sculpting, architecture, science, 

music, mathematics, engineering, literature, anatomy, geology, astronomy, botany, writing, history, and 
cartography (wiki) 
2 A prolific and influential composer of the Classical era (wiki) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italians
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polymath
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Classical_period_(music)
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(especially beauty on the outside) and much more than that, it can „destroy‟ all evil 

things (misconceptions, prejudices, outrageousness) that harm human life. 

Especially, it (the miracle) has to lead people to the peak of Human Beauty: Beauty 

on the outside doesn’t depend on the outside (appearance, figure, face, body, etc…). 

It makes you look at yourself and others through your Humane eyes, not eyes of 

prejudices. It even becomes a Holy Beauty.  

He or she (a beauty genius) can make people with serious hurts like 

Ms Connie Culp, Isabelle Dinoire, Charla Nash or Mr Richard Norris...become 

amazingly beautiful. That miracle will abolish prejudices of beauty in this world 

and bring people like that beauty and happiness. 

 

“No one gives me a second look now,” said Richard Norris. 

 

  
 

Image 1.3. Richard Norris
3 

 
"When somebody has a disfigurement or doesn't look as pretty as you, don't 

judge them," Ms Connie Culp said. "You never know what happened to them and 

you never know what might happen to you…it might all be taken away." 

                                                 
3
 +Richard Norris, accidentally blew off half his face with a shotgun in 1997 

  +Had jawbones, teeth, tongue, muscles and nerves replaced during 36-hour operation at University of 
Maryland involving 150   doctors and nurses in 2012 (http://www.dailymail.co.uk/) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Connie_Culp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ezuS4qNntE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6JhIldn2FQ
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=13&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiLpKPYqcnJAhWBJaYKHa6qC6QQFghjMAw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.theguardian.com%2Fscience%2F2015%2Fmay%2F29%2Fwoman-comes-face-to-face-with-her-dead-brothers-transplanted-face&usg=AFQjCNGSwVIFL-M0sKLVzclDDR7doXHBfw
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Image 1.4. Ms Connie Culp
4
 

 

Medical Science is a miracle to human health. Cosmetic or Plastic surgery in 

this special situation is a life saving miracle to people who have serious hurts.  

However, it is not a miracle to Human Beauty. How can they become beautiful if 

too many people among us with a normal health (a healthy physique) CAN'T feel 

beautiful or even feel INCAPABLE of getting beautiful? A lot of people who at 

least had a plastic or cosmetic surgery can‟t have the beauty they wish. Especially, 

plastic or cosmetic surgery can‟t make human beauty last forever! It even, in some 

cases, caused serious hurts (in both body and soul) for patients and the worst, their 

death. Science has tried to find out standards, measures of human beauty, but it can 

not make Beauty, those standards have even caused bad prejudices that harm our 

life.  

In some of the following Self Esteem Statistics, you can see: 

- Only 4% of women around the world (consider themselves beautiful (up from 2% 

in 2004) • Only 11% of girls globally are comfortable using the word beautiful to 

describe themselves • 72% of girls feel tremendous pressure to be beautiful • 80% 

of women agree that every woman has something about her that is beautiful but do 

not see their own beauty • More than half (54%) of women globally agree that when 
                                                 
4
 Connie Culp (born March 26, 1963) is the first United States recipient of a partial face transplant, performed 

at the Cleveland Clinic in December 2008. (wiki) 
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it comes to how they look, they are their own worst beauty critic (source: Dove 

Research: The Real Truth About Beauty: http://www.dove.us/Social-Mission/Self-

Esteem-Statistics.aspx) 

-Nearly half (47%) of Canadian girls between the ages of 10 and 17 have avoided 

social activities like going to the beach, participating in physical activities, going to 

school or giving an opinion because they feel badly about the way they look. 

(source: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2017264/One-women-leave-

home-make-up.html#top) 

-New research has confirmed that one in three women will never leave home 

without make-up and nearly a third of women in Yorkshire, said putting their 

makeup on is the most important part of the day (source: 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2017264/One-women-leave-home-make-

up.html#top) 

-Women feel that attending a job interview is the most stressful situation to 

demonstrate flawless makeup, followed by nights out and dates. 31% also admit 

that they feel a greater pressure to look better in the presence of other women as 

opposed to trying to impress a man. (source: http://www.femalefirst.co.uk/lifestyle-

fashion/stylebeauty/Confessions+of+a+beauty+addict+Shocking+stats+that+migh

t+just+sound+familiar+to+you-12482.html) 

-88% of girls feel the need to “look perfect” {Khuong Dat Long: Hold on! How 

many girls among more 7 billion people in this world can you count for this 

statistic?} 

-60% of American women wear size 14 and higher. That’s over 50 million women! 

according to American Demographics. Did you know the average American woman 

is 5-foot-4 and weighs over 140 pounds and is a size 14?+ (source: 

https://storify.com/lululizbeth22/is-this-really-the-face-beauty) 

http://stylingtheinside.com/2014/10/15/g-day-for-girls-november-02nd-2014/
http://stylingtheinside.com/2014/10/15/g-day-for-girls-november-02nd-2014/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2017264/One-women-leave-home-make-up.html#top
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2017264/One-women-leave-home-make-up.html#top
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-NYC.com reports that each of us is exposed to 400-600 ads per day, an average of 

40-50 million by age 60. 97% of the ads feature a woman in a degrading image. 

69% of girls reported (in a media study) that magazine pictures influenced their idea 

of the perfect body shape and 47% of them wanted to lose weight because of these 

ads. (source: https://storify.com/lululizbeth22/is-this-really-the-face-beauty) 

-"Let's face it: Women aren't the only ones under pressure to look good any more. 

The broad shouldered, sculpted and muscular bodies of the men in the movies and 

"sexy men" contests have upped the male beauty quotient too." (source: 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-2099989/Ritu-Bhatia-Men-

pressured-looking-good-women.html) 

-Men's grooming has come to the forefront of beauty magazines in the last decade. 

The beginning of the "new man" and the "metrosexual" has meant that there is more 

pressure on men to look their best. (source: 

http://www.ehow.com/list_6851052_tips-increase-beauty-men.html) 

(Some of statistics above might be done a few years ago but they can bring 

you some ideas.  Those are just some parts of a „picture‟ which can be bigger) 

 

A Beauty Genius also is The Most Beautiful Man/Woman in the world. 

Especially, he or she can make someone become The Most Beautiful Person. 

Besides, he/she can accept my challenge and provide a better way (solution) 

that is (unique) absolutely different from mine. 

You can visit Kisdel.com and watch my video “A Beauty Genius”.  

 

“The peak of Human Beauty - 

Beauty on the outside doesn’t depend on the outside. You look at yourself and others through 

your Humane eyes, not eyes of prejudices. It even becomes a Holy Beauty.” 

(Khuong Dat Long) 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-2099989/Ritu-Bhatia-Men-pressured-looking-good-women.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-2099989/Ritu-Bhatia-Men-pressured-looking-good-women.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-2099989/Ritu-Bhatia-Men-pressured-looking-good-women.html
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Part 2 

I’M THE ‘CHALLENGER’ OF A BEAUTY GENIUS  

AND THE GENIUS NAMED 

ALBERT EINSTEIN! 

 

 

Firstly, you (the reader) need to know why I use the word with single 

quotation mark ‘Challenger’.  

Yes, I‟m the challenger of a Beauty Genius and the genius Albert Einstein1 

And I have a great regard for them.  

 

I‟m the „challenger‟ of a Beauty Genius who can accept my challenge, 

provide a unique, better solution and make it real. That can be you? 

 

Albert Einstein is widely regarded as a genius in the field of physics. But 

why am I „challenging‟ him while he isn‟t here anymore, in this life? Why don‟t I 

challenge someone else? 

 

 

             Image 1.5. Albert Einstein 

                                                 
1
 Was a German-born theoretical physicist. He developed the general theory of relativity, one of the two pillars 

of modern physics (alongside quantum mechanics. Einstein's work is also known for its influence on the 
philosophy of science. Einstein is best known in popular culture for his mass–energy equivalence formula E = 
mc

2
 (Wiki) 
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Because of Einstein's "God letter" to Eric B. Gutkind in 3/1/1954 

 

  

Image 1.6. Einstein's "God letter" to Eric B. Gutkind 

 

This letter was widely published over the world and people know it very 

well. He said in this letter: 

 “The word God is for me nothing more than the expression and product of 

human weakness” 

“…For me the Jewish religion like all other religions is an incarnation of the 

most childish superstitions” 

 

Remember that this letter was written one year before his death in 1955 and 

after a lifetime of learning and thought. Therefore, people know that was Einstein's 

final words on "God".  

You, keep reading this book and finally, I‟m sure you‟ll understand what and 

why I‟m challenging him individually. I suppose he is alive now. 

How can Albert Einstein give his answer for this challenge (while he isn‟t 

here anymore)? 

Reality. Truth. We‟ll see his answer through reality.  

In fact, after reading this book, you‟ll be able to know his answer. I believe 

that. 
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My way/solution mentioned in this book also will be seen through reality, 

truth of human life. You and anyone also can apply it (my way) to life and see its 

answer. However, after reading this book, you will know you‟ll need one vital 

thing to apply it to your life. 

 

Christmas has come. Billions of people around the world (many of them are 

talented scientists, presidents, artists, billionaires, even geniuses in many fields, 

etc…who are Christians or people belonging to many different religions) joined and 

will join this big event with their family, friends in their excitement, joy and 

happiness. Hope these billions of people are not called “weakness”… 

Someone may ask “Did this genius ever join any Christmas during his life?” 

… 
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Part 3 

A GREAT TRUTH REVEALED. 

AN ULTIMATE SOLUTION FOR HUMAN BEAUTY 

 

 

Albert Einstein mentioned “God” and “human weakness” (you read this 

before). You, the reader, can count how many people in this world who love their 

God (Jesus or Buddha, Shiva or others) are beautiful people in and outside (a strong 

human), can‟t you? Don‟t tell people you can‟t see anyone like that among 7.3 

billion people (or more) in this world (2015). Just first find them in your family 

such as your father, mother or your partner, etc… 

So, our matter is: how can you become amazingly beautiful in and outside, 

especially beauty on the outside? We focus on the outside because this book its 

main target makes you (male/female) „climb‟ the peak of human beauty, become 

extremely beautiful. Here‟s the answer: 

 

1. Trust Your Own Beauty 

2. Take 100% Responsibility For Your Beauty 

(Decisions) 

3. You Always Have A Unique Physique and Beauty. 

4. Separate Health And Beauty. No Matter How Your 

Health Is, You Are Always Beautiful. Take Care Of 

Your Invaluable Health Carefully. 

5.  Never Accept Being Ugly. 

6. Get Beauty To Increase Your Human Worthiness.  

7. Overcome All Of Bad Feelings About Your Beauty 

And Make Changes Successively until You're 

Extremely Beautiful! 

8. Pursue Truth Both In And Outside. 
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9. Don't Use Eyes Of Prejudices To Look At Yourself 

And Others 

10. DO USE GOD'S BEAUTY TRUTH TO LIVE. 

 

The ten important things above themselves are God‟s (Jesus) instructions (I 

consider them as 10 Beauty Commandments of God). They are not only for 

Christians. They are a miracle of human beauty to all people of God. 

Why are they considered as God‟s commandments? Because they are from 

God. Without them, no human is truly beautiful in and outside (especially the 

outside). If without them, especially the beauty commandment 10, human is 

absolutely incapable of getting truly beautiful on the outside. They are considered as 

beauty commandments of God because only God‟s things abolish worst prejudices 

of beauty (evil things). Science can help but can‟t make people “look at yourself 

and others through your Humane eyes, not eyes of prejudices”. Religion plays such 

a significant role in the lives of most of people all over the world. Without those 10 

beauty commandments of God, people never feel truly beautiful and happy with 

their beauty. Therefore, keeping and following 10 important things above are the 

only way to „climb‟ the peak of human beauty.  

   

“The peak of Human Beauty -   

Beauty on the outside doesn’t depend on the outside. You 

look at yourself and others through your Humane eyes, not 

eyes of prejudices. It even becomes a Holy Beauty.” 

(Khuong Dat Long) 

 

The Beauty Commandment 10 “DO USE GOD'S BEAUTY TRUTH TO 

LIVE" is the most important one. It itself has an ultimate power that makes a 

human become amazingly beautiful or even become The Most Beautiful Person2 

                                                 
2
 I have a great regard for these people because they are the ones who really want people to be beautiful, 

happy. The title “The Most Beautiful Person” for them is absolutely different from the same title people are 

using now. 
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(who has a Meridian of Beauty and helps other people {even people with serious 

hurts} become extremely beautiful).  

 

The beauty commandment 10 says that:  

 

"God Is Beautiful. 

You're God's Child. 

You're Beautiful!" 

 Only with 3 short sentences above, it makes people with serious hurts like 

Ms Connie Culp, Isabelle Dinoire, Charla Nash or Mr Richard Norris...become 

amazingly beautiful. It can make a person become The Most Beautiful Woman or 

The Most Beautiful Man. This is the most important commandment among 10 

Beauty Commandments of God! 

People like Ms Connie Culp, Mr Richard Norris need a special medical 

treatment. Cosmetic or Plastic surgery in this special situation is a life saving 

miracle to people who have serious hurts. It is really a Medical Miracle. However, 

how can they be beautiful if a lot of people among us with a normal health (a 

healthy physique) can‟t feel beautiful or even feel incapable of getting beautiful and 

accept being ugly? 

Beauty (our physique, outside and inside) is from God's Truth:  

"God is Beautiful. 

You're God's Child. 

You're Beautiful!" 
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This is the simplest Truth of God and it‟s also the shortest, simplest way to 

be extremely beautiful! 

You still haven‟t understood, have you? 

Now, let's try to object that and you'll understand why that Beauty Truth has 

an ultimate power in it: 

 With eyes of prejudices, bad people think or call you "Ugly" 

(Unfortunately, there are a lot of people over the world who also think 

or call themselves "Ugly") 

 That also means "Your God is Ugly" (I don't want to write it down, 

but make you undertand it, I have to).  You're a child of your God. 

Calling or thinking of you like that means they (or yourself) are 

thinking of and calling your God the same word.  

So, if a bad person or yourself think or call you (and others) "ugly", this 

means they or yourself are objecting to God! While God is always beautiful. We 

don‟t need to look at God to know this truth. 

An important thing you must know: every power and wonder come from 

yourself first. When I said “…if a bad person or yourself think of or call you (and 

others) „ugly‟, this means they or yourself are objecting to God and truths of life”, 

which is important: “they” or “yourself”? Of course, it‟s you. Think about this 

carefully by yourself. 

Maybe you'll feel confused or you can't understand it well. People may ask 

“But God and I are not the same! God is God. How can you (Khuong Dat Long) say 

that „You‟re beautiful‟ because of „Your God is beautiful‟?” or maybe “How can 

you conclude like that?”… 
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I am the first person (in this world, of course) who knew those three miracle 

sentences. Therefore, I used to ask myself many times. The best way for you to 

understand that: 

Think about that much more by yourself. 

I have a question that can make it easier for you: 

“Why do you accept being ugly while your God is beautiful?” 

Remember: You’re the child of your God! 

One thing you and people need: Time. Think about that much by yourself. 

Time will help you "talk with" God and understand this wonderfully. 

I'll save your time a lot. Just Remember those 3 miraculous sentences in the 

shortest way as the following guide: 

"God is Beautiful. 

You're God's Child. 

You're Beautiful!" 

 

God's Beauty Truth 

 

G** 
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You only need to remember the phrase "God's Beauty Truth" or the special 

symbol "G**" in order to remember the important meaning of 3 miraculous 

sentences immediately. 

That's why I said (in my video) I only needed to use a phrase or even a 

special symbol to help people become Amazingly Beautiful! (video link: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Tbu9rRh6j8) 

With God's Beauty Truth (and other beauty commandments), people with 

serious hurts like Ms Connie Culp, Isabelle Dinoire, Charla Nash or Mr Richard 

Norris are amazingly beautiful. Of course, they must love and adore their God 

honestly. People will see their beauty on the outside clearly. The only difference 

between them and others is Health. They have the same beauty as all of us and each 

of human has a unique beauty! 

A person (male/female) who “trusts his/her own beauty” (trust in 

themselves), looks at themselves and others with humane eyes, pursues truth both in 

and outside…to become extremely beautiful is never a weak human. They are 

people full of nervous energy and amazingly beautiful. That person loves and 

adores his/her God. 

Your Beauty. Your Life. Love your God and always stay with your God. 

 

Khuong Dat Long, 

 – The „Challenger‟ of A Beauty Genius and The Genius Albert Einstein 
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Part 4 

MY CHALLENGE 

 

1.1 My challenge 

1.1.1  Can you make yourself and people climb the peak of human beauty and 

become the most beautiful person without this: “Trust Your Own Beauty”? 

 

1.1.2  Can you make yourself and people climb the peak of human beauty and 

become the most beautiful person without this: “Take 100% Responsibility for 

Your Beauty (Decisions)”? 

 

1.1.3  Can you make yourself and people climb the peak of human beauty and 

become the most beautiful person without this: “You Have A Unique Physique 

and Beauty”? 

 

1.1.4  Can you make yourself and people climb the peak of human beauty and 

become the most beautiful person without this: “Separate Health And Beauty. No 

Matter How Your Health Is, You Are Always Beautiful. Take Care Of Your 

Invaluable Health Carefully”? 

 

1.1.5  Can you make yourself and people climb the peak of human beauty and 

become the most beautiful person without this: “Never Accept Being Ugly”? 

 

1.1.6  Can you make yourself and people climb the peak of human beauty and 

become the most beautiful person without this: “Get Beauty To Increase Your 

Human Worthiness”? 

 

1.1.7  Can you make yourself and people climb the peak of human beauty and 

become the most beautiful person without this: “Overcome All Of Bad Feelings 
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About Your Beauty And Make Changes Successively until You're Extremely 

Beautiful”? 

 

1.1.8 Can you make yourself and people climb the peak of human beauty and 

become the most beautiful person without this: “Pursue Truth Both In And 

Outside”? 

 

1.1.9  Can you make yourself and people climb the peak of human beauty and 

become the most beautiful person without this: “Don’t Use Eyes Of Prejudices To 

Look At Yourself And Others”? 

 

1.1.10  Can you make yourself and people climb the peak of human beauty and 

become the most beautiful person without this: “DO USE GOD’S BEAUTY 

TRUTH TO LIVE”? 

 

Now, can you know Mr Albert’s answer? 

 

I challenge a beauty genius and the genius Albert Einstein with their unique 

way to do that without God and God’s Beauty Truth even if they use cosmetics, 

makeups, have plastic/cosmetic surgery, use photoshop or any most modern beauty 

technology. 

 

 

*My Challenge for A Beauty Genius: 

You’ll Be Regarded As A Genius If You Can Climb The Peak Of Human Beauty 

and Become The Most Beautiful Person WITHOUT 10 Beauty Commandments 

of God (especially the beauty commandment 10) 
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*My Challenge for The Genius Albert Einstein: 

{I always have a high regard for Mr Albert anyway}  

 

Mr Albert Einstein said “The word God is for me nothing more than the 

expression and product of human weakness” 

We know anyone who can climb the peak of Human Beauty is a person of 

God.  

[I suppose Albert Einstein is alive now as I said from the beginning] 

I challenge Mr Albert Einstein with a thing that he can look for a human in 

this world or he himself can do this without God and God’s Beauty Truth even if he 

uses any most modern beauty technology (sciences)! 

 

“The peak of Human Beauty - 

Beauty on the outside doesn’t depend on the outside. You 

look at yourself and others through your Humane eyes, not 

eyes of prejudices. It even becomes a Holy Beauty.” 

(Khuong Dat Long) 

 

If someone can do the reverse that beauty on the outside depends on the 

outside and look at themselves and people with eyes of prejudices, I challenge 

him/her to become beautiful on the in/-outside, especially on the outside and keep 

his/her beauty last forever. Therefore,  

 

Can You, Mr Albert Einstein, Look For A Person (Male/Female) In This 

World Who Is A Beautiful Person (In/-Outside) Or Who Can Even Climb The Peak 

Of Human Beauty WITHOUT 10 Beauty Commandments of God (especially the 

beauty commandment 10)? 
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CONCLUSION 

 

God and science have an intimate relation. We shouldn’t think religion 

against science and vice versa. How many scientists, doctors, teachers, billionaires, 

entrepreneurs, artists, even geniuses, etc…in this world who love their God can you 

count? In fact, God has nourished many talented scientists and others in this world 

and God has made them help human life get better. Do you remember Mother 

Teresa
1
 and her great dedication to the world of charitable works? She’s merely a 

shining example. Sometimes, that is happening so silently so that you can’t see or 

know about it. Why don’t we: Love God and Do science with the spirit of God 

“science for human beings and humane things”? We can’t conclude and say that all 

things of religion are “childish superstitions’. What do you think about the role of 

God’s ten commandments that God gave Moses on Mount Sinai to serve as 

principles of moral behavior for the human race? How do you think about our 

human life if without moral behavior? Can Science have and play such a significant 

role in the lives of most of people all over the world like religion?  

We know it’s likely to have misconceptions, prejudices in both science and 

religion. Misconceptions, prejudices in science need abolishing. The same for 

religion. As long as we become happier and more humane. 

There is an important relation between Beauty and scientific knowledge of 

human body. People should find out about their own body. It’ll absolutely help us 

become healthily beautiful and get most comfortable and confident. Beauty and 

health have an intimate relation. Take care of our invaluable health with health 

sciences and follow ten beauty commandments of God to become beautiful happily. 

 

… 

                                                 
1
 In 2003, she was beatified as "Blessed Teresa of Calcutta". She was the recipient of numerous honours, 

including the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beatification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nobel_Peace_Prize
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Albert Einstein, in his Autobiographical Notes, said “I soon reached the 

conviction that much in the stories of the Bible could not be true”.  

I don’t say anything about this, but at least, I agree with him that there’s one 

important thing in the Bible that is NOT TRUE and it needs abolishing. 

But, that’s another story… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bible
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“I am a little child of God, Jesus Christ. 

Be Beautiful and Happy! 

God bless you, 

Khuong Dat Long (DaLong)” 
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A SPECIAL THING 

I Have One More Special Thing For You! 

 

I have an interesting thing for you. That may be a Gift or I will reveal the 

secret “…there‟s one important thing in the Bible that is NOT TRUE”. Visit 

Kisdel.com if you‟d like to know that. 

  

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year! 

Khuong Dat Long  
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